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Robbins Basic Pathology delivers the pathology knowledge you need, the way you need it, from the

name you can trust! This medical textbookâ€™s unbeatable author team helps you efficiently master

the core concepts you need to know for your courses and USMLE exams. Get a rich understanding

of all essential pathology concepts with expert guidance from an all-star editorial team. Grasp the

connections between basic science and clinical medicine with clinicopathologic correlations

throughout.  Access information anywhere - from the coffee shop to the classroom - with full-text

online access at studentconsult.com.  Take your learning farther with targeted therapy boxes,

clinical cases, virtual microscope slides, and self-assessment questions online! Learn core concepts

quickly and efficiently with a highly templated design that highlights pathogenesis and morphology.

New interior design with a more modern look Artwork revised and updated for a more modern look

and more three-dimensional feel Targeted Therapy boxes included in online text â€“ provides clinical

information on appropriate therapy related to the disease under discussion All photomicrographs

and gross photos reviewed and improved to ensure excellent quality A trusted title in the world of

pathology, Robbins offers easy-to-access information thatâ€™s concise and accurate
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View larger      Take learning to the next level with enhanced eBooks   Enhanced images and

features allow you to interact with your content like never before - from your tablet or smartphone.

Simply look for instructions inside the cover of your book, where youÃ¢Â€Â™ll find a unique PIN

code and simple steps to redeem your eBook.   Did you know?   Every print book with Student

Consult comes with the eBook version at no extra cost.       Student Consult Features      

Searchable: Straightforward navigation allows you to browse and search content.     Portable:

Seamless, real-time integration between devices allows you to access content - online and offline.   

 Shareable: Social media features allow you to share notes and highlights with other Student

Consult users.     Perpetual: Keep your eBooks forever.
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Ideal for visual learners, zoom in and out on outstanding illustrations that vividly depict the most

common.       Slideshows   Gain a deeper understanding by seeing how they pathology concepts

relate and compare in image slideshows.       Test Yourself   Interactive quizzes, that pull in key

images from the text, test what you&#039;ve learned at the end of each chapter.

"This excellent book is ideal for medical students to read cover-to-cover. Although the main textbook

is an unbeatable resource, its size makes it unrealistic that medicals students could completely

digest it. This version strikes a good balance, still providing students with an in-depth discussion of

disease process, but avoiding an overwhelming list of entities."- Carmen Winters, BS (University of

Kansas Medical Center) Doody Review Services

Vinay Kumar, MBBS, MD, FRCPath, Alice Hogge and Arthur A. Baer Distinguished Service

Professor of Pathology, Biological Sciences Division and The Pritzker Medical School, University of

Chicago, Chicago, IllinoisAbul K. Abbas, MBBS, Distinguished Professor and Chair, Department of

Pathology, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CaliforniaJon C. Aster, MD, PhD,

Professor of Pathology, Harvard Medical School; Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston,

Massachusetts

Big Robins is great if you have all day to read, no class to go to and don't care when you graduate.

However for many of us there are not enough hours in the day, Basic Robins is a great book

because you still get the fundamental understanding of the disease process without suffering

through piles of details that most of us wont remember. Save time, learn more, buy this book.Near



the end of my second year in medical school, and I wish I had bought this at the beginning of first

year, it is really easy to read and gives you a good understanding of disease that will be discussed.

For me, it was worth the $72 because I will be taking a Physiology course for my Bachelors program

soon - so for me, this will be my "go to" reference book, along with the textbooks for the class. I plan

on keeping this book and relying on it for reference through premed.Pros: Big, thick, hardcover

book, with charts, drawings, pictures (some real life pictures - so it you do not want to see any real

life examples, then this might not be the book for you - or just cover the pics up with a sticky

note).Con: Pages are not "glossy". This is just my personal preference: I ALWAYS prefer textbooks

with glossy pages - so I think it would be a beautiful textbook if the pages were glossy - other than

that - no other cons.

Book was listed as used but is actually brand new with unscratched internet code. Shipment was

super fast and secure. Very happy.I read the book 30 years ago for medical school and it is

considered standard. Very well written bood with colorful graphics. I bought it to prepare my lectures

for students and residents.

I love this book. If you are a medical student it is a perfect amount of information; it doesn't drown

you in trivial details but yet it gives you the pathogenesis down to the molecular level. Its easy to

read and really helps me remember well with really good pictures and diagrams. I use this as a

supplement to my lectures in medical school and I have done very well in pathology. I recommend

this book to any medical student, especially with the separate Robbins question book.

Great book for my son in medical school. It was recommended by his professor and he benefits a lot

from it.

MS1. Shorter than Big Robbins, but it has enough information at the level of med students. I love

the summaries on each section - I use it before exams to refresh what I've read.

I'm reading ahead for next year, and based on the topic, I am enjoying learning about pathology. At

least for the first chapter, there is repetition of major ideas in different sections.

Some sections require a prior understanding of the physiology, and some don't. It's hit or miss, but



still a valuable resource. The explanations are usually helpful, except an explanation is omitted and

facts are simply stated -- then it isn't much more helpful than First Aid to understand the concepts.
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